MARKET BULLETIN
What asset can you buy today for the same price as 1983?
If your answer is nothing, keep reading …
The asset we’re talking about is actually trading at 43%
below its 1983 level. But it’s poised to go up sharply in 2015.
You know that gold has increased in value over the last three
decades. In fact, it’s risen by 200% since 1983 (from $405 per
ounce to $1,159).
But during the same period, gold mining stocks have dropped
by 43% (from 115 to 66). Why? And what does that mean for the
future of these assets?
Are gold mining stocks among the most undervalued assets on
the market? And which ones are set to rise dramatically as smart
capital flees the other sectors?
The XXXXX Gold Report is for investors who understand the
value in gold assets — but who want a lead on the best stocks to
buy. XXXXX provides that, applying the proven forecasting model
that has made the XXXX Report a trusted resource for fund
managers across the globe.

Buy Low, Sell High
Name another asset you can buy at the same level as 32 years
ago, let alone 43% below that level.
Smart investors recognize that gold mining stocks offer
exceptional long-term value. The Fed’s quantitative easing
policies (QE) and zero interest rates (ZIRP) have inflated the
value of other financial assets. And central banks around the
world are basically printing money to stave off economic pain.
Gold mining assets represent a refuge from the craziness.

The XXXXX Gold Report is for investors who want to include
gold assets in their portfolios — or who already have, and want
to manage their positions based on the most current information.
It is designed to select stocks that will outperform the PHLX
Gold/Silver Index (XAU) over three-month periods. The stocks
covered are senior and mid-level producers and exploration
stocks — not fly-by-night speculative ventures. These are stocks
listed on the North American, London, and Australian exchanges.
Most importantly, the XXXXX Gold Report is independent. It is
not a fundamental service, and not related to gold reserve or
company announcements. Michael does not talk to company managers
or receive shares to tout their stocks.

“There’s nothing else like this out there!”
If you want the advice of a tested and trusted professional
to help you screen your gold stock portfolio and manage your
turnover, the XXXXX Gold Report is for you.
Upon becoming a subscriber, you’ll receive your downloadable
report every Tuesday morning with:




A list of recommended stocks (including recent additions
and deletions).
A chart page, featuring the gold index, and more charts
highlighting specific stocks and market trends.
A brief commentary providing an overview of latest
developments.
Find Out More:
[Insert Contact Info]

